HOT AND DRY

- Abundant low level moisture is currently in place over the District this morning but is expected to scour out as the day progresses resulting in hot and dry conditions today. Dew points are currently in the 50's and are expected to lower into the 20's and 30's this afternoon effectively eliminating the threat for thunderstorms.
- Temperatures this afternoon will reach the upper 90's to around 100 degrees over the plains with 80's in the Front Range foothills.

STORM RAINFALL POTENTIAL AND DURATION: No precipitation expected today or tonight.

A LOOK AHEAD: Another dry day on Saturday with temperatures falling back into the low to mid 90's for highs over the plains. A chance for isolated thunderstorms will return to the area on Sunday with highs continuing to run in the 90's over the plains.

MONITOR NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FOR SEVERE WEATHER STATEMENTS.